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1 Abstract

This whitepaper introduces PepMan (PMAN), a groundbreaking cryptocurrency launched
on the Bittorent Chain (BTTC). PMAN is the first meme coin on the BTTC, combining
the viral Pepe frog meme with the legendary superhero Batman. PepMan aims to attract
new users to the BTTC blockchain by providing increased volume and liquidity through
its unique distribution model and innovative arbitrage features.

2 Introduction

PepMan (PMAN) is an BRC-20 token launched on the Bittorent Chain (BTTC), inspired
by the Pepe frog crypto hype that emerged in 2023 and the iconic character Batman. The
PepMan symbolizes a frog in a Batman costume, capturing the essence of both the meme
culture and the superhero fandom. Figure 1 demonstrates the icon of the iconic PMAN
coin.

3 Objective

The core objective of PepMan is to revitalize the relatively small BTTC blockchain by
attracting new users to buy and trade this meme coin. By increasing the volume and
liquidity on the BTTC, PepMan aims to create opportunities for arbitrage bots to find
more favorable trading routes and generate higher rewards. This ecosystem of increased
liquidity and trading volume allows for the passive generation of income for PMAN hold-
ers.

4 Token Details

PepMan (PMAN) has a fixed total supply of 990,000,000,000,000 tokens, with no addi-
tional tokens to be minted in the future. The coin’s smart contract address is
0xe1da8A0A7E91903a4F41Cc6d388db5CA4917e784. PMAN tokens can be transferred
and traded securely on the BTTC blockchain.
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https://bttcscan.com/token/0xe1da8a0a7e91903a4f41cc6d388db5ca4917e784
https://bttcscan.com/address/0xe1da8A0A7E91903a4F41Cc6d388db5CA4917e784


Figure 1: The Iconic PMAN Coin: A Frog in a Batman Costume, Symbolizing the Fusion
of Meme Culture and Superhero Fandom.

5 Distribution

• Fair launch: 80% of the total token supply will be distributed through a Fair launch
event starting on April 28, 2023, at 18:00 UTC. The Fair launch will take place on
the InterCrone Swap platform (https://btt.intercroneswap.com/swap), where
PMAN can be bought and traded against various cryptocurrencies. The initial
liquidity pools will be linked to the following coins: ICR t, JM, BTT, TRX, ETH,
BNB, WBTC e, USDT b.

• Staking Rewards: 10% of the total supply will be allocated to the staking process
of PMAN liquidity pool tokens. By freezing the liquidity pool tokens, participants
can earn additional PMAN as staking rewards, incentivizing liquidity provision and
long-term engagement in holding PMAN.

• Airdrop: 1% of the total supply will be distributed randomly to addresses within
the BTTC community via an airdrop, promoting widespread adoption and commu-
nity involvement.
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https://btt.intercroneswap.com/swap


6 Token Utility and Governance

This token is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial return. Still,
Token holders can utilize PMAN for various purposes, including but not limited to:

• Arbitrage Opportunities: PMAN enhances the trading experience on the BTTC
by providing increased volume and liquidity. This enables arbitrage bots to discover
more favorable trading routes and generate higher rewards. PMAN holders can
benefit from these arbitrage opportunities, earning passive income through their
participation in the ecosystem.

• Governance (Long-Term Goal): PMAN holders have the power to participate
in the governance of the PepMan ecosystem. Through voting mechanisms, they can
propose and decide on important protocol upgrades, parameter adjustments, and
other key decisions that shape the future of the project.

• Community Incentives (Long-Term Goal): To foster an active and engaged
community, PepMan offers various incentive programs. These may include referral
programs, loyalty rewards, and exclusive access to future project developments,
airdrops, and partnerships.

7 Team and Development

The PepMan project is driven by a team of dedicated and experienced developers, blockchain
enthusiasts, and marketing professionals. The team is committed to the long-term success
and growth of PepMan, ensuring continuous development, regular updates, and proactive
community engagement.

To support ongoing development efforts and fund the project’s expansion, a designated
DEV address (0x91A5a9f1F40A76AB25aEe497DcE3Ef2ba4B82772) is provided for do-
nations from the community. These donations will contribute to the sustainability and
further enhancement of the PepMan ecosystem.

8 Centralized Exchange Listings

In order to improve accessibility and liquidity, PMAN tokens will also be listed on central-
ized exchanges (CEX). The wallet address (0xb46aFe0A5339c415d9934cfbaB1ca5384c7D4E51)
contains PMAN tokens reserved specifically for CEX listings. These listings will enable a
wider audience to trade PMAN and contribute to its overall market exposure.

9 Liquidity Burn

Liquidity burn is a new Concept to make a token deflationary but also build more liquidity
at the same time. A steadily increasing liquidity ensures that the token remains tradable
at all times. To support this process user can send all kinds of token to a designated
BURN address. (0xA21bfe695AD65d317Ff106754da0392F5D0E6b40)

All Token at this address will be monthly sold and add to any PMAN liquidity Pool and
burned.
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10 Conclusion

PepMan (PMAN) aims to be the leading meme coin on the Bittorent Chain (BTTC),
combining the excitement of the Pepe frog meme with the popularity of Batman. By
providing increased volume and liquidity on the BTTC, PepMan aims to attract new
users and revitalize the blockchain. Through its unique distribution model, governance
features, and support for arbitrage opportunities, PMAN offers a dynamic ecosystem that
enables passive income generation and active community participation.

Join us on this exciting journey as PepMan strives to become the hero that every blockchain
needs.
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